ALL ISLANDS’ ART SHOW

Haida Gwaii Museum at
Kaay Llnagaay Heritage Centre
February 21st - March 20th, 2020

Welcome to the 2020 All Islands’ Art Show!

The All Islands’ Art Show is an annual event held to
showcase the visual artists of Haida Gwaii. The adjudicated
show is hosted by the Haida Gwaii Arts Council in
cooperation with the Haida Gwaii Museum. The show
welcomes artists working in a diversity of media and
provides the community with an opportunity to appreciate
local talent.

Exhibit Coordinator & Curator Jamie Mcdonald
Art Show Adjudicator Michelle Wiebe
Haida Gwaii Museum Nika Collison & Sean Young
Haida Heritage Centre Seraphine Pryce
Dedicated Volunteers Betsy Cardell, Heather Kolankowski,
Catherine St-Pierre, Kayla, HG Arts Council & many more!
Photographer Alexander MacDonald

THANK YOU
to our generous sponsors and partners
for making the 2020
All Islands' Art Show possible!

Artists & Art
Please note that the information is organized in alphabetical order
by Artists' given names, using the following format:

Name of artist
Title of art work
Medium and/or technique
Sale price or NFS (not for sale)
Artist Statement
Artist Website and/or social media info

Alexander MacDonald
Grace slick
Photograph mounted on particle board
$591.00
GRACE SLICK cryptically travels through flowing feelings of excitement,
shame, gratitude, selfishness, awe, appreciation, compassion,
reverence, veneration, and back to gratitude.
This is a chronology of my journey over my emotional landscape while
documenting the physical observation recorded.
I pray the take away for the viewer is: Be Care Full, Be Respect Full, Be
Grateful … Be Love
Instagram: parity_frog

Alexandra Rinfret
Squirrel with Colourful Fur
Embroidered Felt
$300.00
I wanted to try a new style of embroidery. I wanted to see how it would
look to make a lot of stitches thick together. I was inspired by animal
fur, spruce needles and also cake sprinkles. This was an experiment but I
was happy with how it turned out. I like the intense hand-madeness of
embroidery. I'm working on more pieces now.

Alice Cervo
Wetlands beauty
Acrylic paint
NFS
Every time I pass this wetland on the way to Port Clements, I love to
stop and take a photo for a painting reference. The colours are so
luscious.

Alice E Rhyslynn
MISCHIEF
Acrylic paint on canvas
NFS
Alice Rhyslynn is a Visionary Symbolist Artist living on the misty and
magical isle of Haida Gwaii. With her words, paintings, or illustrations
she sweeps you away into a world of wonder and possibility. Alice's
favourite saying is...The world is full of magic things patiently waiting for
our senses to grow sharper...

Alice E Rhyslynn…ctn’d
Alice apprenticed with the famed Visionary Symbolist Artist - Shiloh
Sophia McCloud for a year of intense study and practice. When Alice is
not in her studio, she is out exploring her epic surroundings, or is
following on a trail of a tale just waiting to be claimed.
Website: moonrabbitstudio.ca; FB: MoonRabbitStudioArtistAndAuthor

All Island Residents
In Honor of Elizabeth I & II
Weaving
Minimal donation of $100.00 each
These woven pieces were created by members of all island
communities. They were created at the 2019 Edge of the World Music
Festival as part of a collaborative art installation in memory of Elizabeth
Inkster, a master weaver and long-time festival organizer. After her
passing, the Elizabeth Inkster Art and Music Bursary was created to
support local artists and musicians. Proceeds from the sales of these
pieces will go to this bursary.

Amber Faktor
Urchin Shell Resonance
Mid-fire Stoneware Clay, Underglaze,
Beach glass
$495.00
This piece began on the potters’ wheel, before incorporating techniques
using slip, underglaze and beach glass, and was then twice fired, with a
final temperature of 1222C. I hand make ceramics that echo the calm,

Amber Faktor…cnt’d
mindful, and deliberate pace of island life, with an inherent practicality
that encourages regular use. So as to abandon my fondness for
functionality, this piece features a lid to contain the ocean within. It
entices viewers to look inside by juxtaposing rough exterior realism with
a fluid, curiosity-arousing interior. “Urchin Shell Resonance,” the
phenomenon of hearing a roaring sea inside a shell.
Website: www.sunfishstudiosandspit.com; Instagram @sunfishstudio

Annette Vlieg
Magic Forest
Acrylic paint
$400.00
I am a self-taught artist who loves and respects nature. I work with
acrylic paints to interpret the natural environment around me. My style
is somewhat impressionist and mildly abstracted as I aim to capture the
feeling of something, rather than a realistic copy. I walk in forests and
pay attention to forms, patterns, colors, and light - as well as the mood
of a place. Through painting, I develop a greater intimacy and
understanding of my surroundings and enjoy many hours of rich,
reflective solitude.
Instagram: annettevlieg

Benedicte Mette Hansen
A Matter of Perspective: The Great
Stories how they have changed
Acrylic on canvas & carved wood backing
$1,500.00

Benedicte Mette Hansen…ctn’d
Great myths and stories can empower us and give us hope in dark times
and courage to face our insufficiencies. Historically stories were told
socially, then painted, then sculpted, then put in books, now they are in
games and videos. I am really concerned with how the tech giants are
co-opting these stories to increase viewer dependency and thus their
profit margins, and twisting the messages to increase fear, and violence,
for their own gain. It’s more than a matter of perspective, how a story is
told, because of its influence.
FB & Instagram: Benedicte’s Studio Haida Gwaii

Bert Wilson
Thunderbird
Acrylic paint
$280.00

Billy Yovanovich
Oystercatcher and the North East
Wind
Acrylic on canvas
$800.00

Bobbi-Lee Chatelaine
Dear Ocean
Acrylic paint
NFS
The ocean is calm, the moment is still, holding our

Bobbi-Lee Chatelaine…ctn’d
breath. I love thinking about the vastness of the ocean and the enormity
of these majestic beasts that are our neighbours. To portray the whale
next to a tiny ship helps give the viewer the feeling of being tiny,
increasing the sense of awe.

Caitlin Wilkinson
Western Screech Owl
Pen, ink, acrylic and watercolor
$470.00
I studied this owl for a long time, isolating and refining shapes and
exaggerating colours that I saw in its feathers. I like to combine
patterns, textures and complimentary colours to create drawings that
possess a sense of energy. In most of my drawings I like to emphasize
with bold lines, mixing the two worlds of anatomic characteristics and
design features. My inspiration is found all around me on the west
coast.

Captain stewart-burton
Xuaajii naay
Yellow cedar, red cedar, organic
pigment, acrylic, operculum
$6,300.00
Instagram.com/skilaaw

Caresse Nadeau
Crescent
Watercolour, ink, paper cut out
NFS
A compilation of 189 individually illustrated, cut out
and placed pieces to bring together this inlet of
magic.

Cathy Camp
Fishful Thinking
Recycled copper, Acrylic paint, reused Styrofoam
head
$125.00
I am a crafter, mosaic artist and painter of mostly
found objects. The 3R`s are always my starting
point. The collecting of found objects is just as fun
to me as the challenge of placing them together to
create a piece that will become visually interesting,
sometimes functional and more than likely have a
good measure of whimsy.

Chris Bellamy
Culturally Modified Trees
Photo
NFS
This composite photograph is of some of the culturally modified cedars
still standing on Haida Gwaii. I felt compelled to document this living

Chris Bellamy…ctn’d
history of this island because these trees will t be around forever.
The spotted flagging tape in the title box is the type used by Captain
Gold when he first rediscovered many of these test holes.
This picture is being donated to the Haida Gwaii Museum.
Thanks to Dale Lore who accompanied me on many, many trips out
onto the land.

Daniel Binnema
Dusk
Acrylic
NFS
Well I really like paddling. And I quite like painting, too. So, I painted
memories of paddling. But there is something about boundaries, too.
Between sky and sea. Between day and night. Between my inner self
and the world around me. When these boundaries are most permeable,
something magic happens. This painting tries to capture some of that
magic.

Danny Boy
Someone’s Medicine
Naaxiin Weaving: Wool, cedar,
abalone burton, sea otter fur
$450.00
I’ve been weaving Ravenstail for the past 4 yrs. and have begun learning
the techniques of Naaxiin over the last four months. This is my second
project; my first being my learning piece. I love weaving and the
connection it gives me to our ancestors. I would like to send a huge
shout out and Haawa to my teacher Aay Aay Hans, whom always
demonstrates care and patience in his teaching.

David Clair
Land for Sail
Acrylic on salvaged old
growth Cedar
$400.00
I'm trying to incorporate a piece of the island into my art lately. This
piece of cedar was pulled from a slash pile set to burn. I felt it deserved
better. It's important to try and create something beautiful when there
is so much ugliness going about. Thanks for looking.
@d.h.clair

Debby Gardiner
Humpback Whales
Silk painting
$225.00
The joy of silk painting is the vibrant and brilliant colours produced by
the dyes and the spontaneous nature of the dyes on silk. Dyes painted
on the silk blend, swirl, spread, and create patterns on their own
controlled only by resist lines and the wetness of the silk. Completed silk
pieces are steamed over boiling water for three hours to set the dyes - a
nerve wracking process as any moisture will destroy the piece.
Each silk painting is an original.
Debby Gardiner is an artist living in Queen Charlotte/Dagiing Giids who
paints in silk, watercolours, and acrylics.

Dolly Garza
Strawberries and cockles
Spruce root twining
$700.00
The basket incorporates both Tlingit and
Haida techniques.
Find me on

Dominic Legault
Yellow teapot with handwoven
honeysuckle handle
Reduction fired clay with
hand-woven honeysuckle handle
$280.00
This piece was thrown on the wheel and assembled when the clay was
leather-hard (still pliable). I used a home-made stamp along the rim,
base and kb. Teapots take especially long to dry evenly to prevent
cracking, before getting bisque fired. It was then coated with a glaze
called “yellow salt” and fired to cone 10, the bright yellow contrasting
with the dark red clay-body underneath. I then made a handle from
honeysuckle vines I collected locally last fall.
A good teapot is challenging and satisfying to make as a potter, and also
satisfying to enjoy as functional art.
Website: musicdominic.com; Instagram @dominicpottery

Donald James Leech
Spin
Water Colour
$5,000.00
Spin

Donna Rhindress
Elk Bolo Tie
Haida Gwaii Elk Antler
NFS
Carving antler is new for me. When I work with stone, antler, bone,
there is a strong feeling I have, evoking a deeper connection to the
mediums, and through them, Haida Gwaii. Local mediums form a
connection to the land, described only with experience; carving is a way
to strengthen that connection. I enjoy creating pieces that evoke
feelings in people; a carving is fully experienced, touch and sight,
hopefully embodying the connection I feel. Antler is a denser medium
than I usually carve, requiring a similar skillset, but completely different
tools, which had been an enjoyable challenge.

Elizabeth (Betsy) Cardell
Just Passing By
Wet and Needle Felting
NFS
The image and the memories it brings make me so
happy. Website: www.elizabethcardell.com

Elizabeth Taylor
Monarch
Acrylic paint and pencil on paper.
$100.00
I enjoy painting a variety of subjects, this piece was inspired by the
fragility of butterfly wings and their similarities to delicate nature of
time passing.
Instagram: mirrors_and_sm0ke

Gin Waadluwaan ‘un ‘unsid/Noel Bellis
Gaawjuu Kuuxaana/
Short Wide Puffin
Red cedar
$6,750.00
I find it very relaxing carving Cedar with the knots, grains, reading the
log to visualize what the result would be. I've always liked canoes and
always look at them to see how they would handle the sea conditions
they were meant for, whether it's crossing the Hecate Straight, day
fishing trip or a family cruise from Old Masset to the Yakoun river with
the tide. My goal is to make larger canoes, learning techniques and
traditions along the way. This canoe was made using a 1 : 2.25 scale.

Haley Fields
Slack Tide
Woven Tapestry
$1,900.00

Haley Fields…ctn’d
I am a self-taught tapestry weaver. I grew up surrounded by textile and
fibre arts, observing techniques used by my mother and grandmother.
Weaving has become a way to bridge between my childhood and
present day. I work with hand spun, upcycled, and natural material
fibres to create tapestries representing our environment. The act of
weaving is a daily meditation for me. Through my work I celebrate the
land and oceans, while also reflecting on the precarious state of our
natural world and my place in it.
Etsy shop: WildHomeWorkshop; Instagram: @wildhomeworkshop

J Bellis
Xiilangaa 7ahl Kun
(Thunderbird and Whale)
Wood, raw deer hide, sinew, acrylic
NFS
This painted drum depicts the legendary Thunderbird, eater of whales.
Instagram: bigdaddyseamonster

Jacquie Poschmann
Sweeping Alder
Acrylic paint on canvas
NFS
I am constantly amazed at the vibrant landscapes encircling Haida
Gwaii, and it is from the ever-changing forest that I draw inspiration for
this piece. It is intentionally left rough in places – pencil marks and drips
– to harken back to the dynamic nature of this and all nature scenes:
captured in a single moment, it appears unwavering; but, look closely

Jacquie Poschmann…ctn’d
and you become aware of the forest creating and re-creating itself anew
in each and every moment.

Janet Rigg
Pamela’s Favourite Tree
Oil paint on sewn canvas
NFS
Janet has always been an artist, and was happily
experimenting with her mother’s oil paints
during her teens. She conceived of the sewn
canvas technique in 2004. Random pieces of
canvas are sewn together, stretched on a frame,
and then hand sewn in areas to create tightness.
Each canvas a unique sculptural creation. I look at it from every angle,
until I see what it is. Then, painting begins.
The subject theme is determined by my experience. The specific form is
determined by the folds of the canvas.
The SewnArt canvases are one of a kind. They can never be duplicated
or reproduced.
Sewnart.online

Jason Goetzinger
The Game Plan
Acrylic paint on Canvas
$1,775.00

Jason Goetzinger …ctn’d
This painting marks a pivotal moment in the direction of my work and
how I usually approach it. Instead of carefully planning out the design
and colour scheme with sketches and transferring it to the canvas, I
decided to just relax my mind start painting without any plan or idea of
what it would become. I wanted to stop analyzing everything with my
conscious mind and tap into the vast library of accumulated information
and imagery that my sub-conscious mind holds.
The title comes from an imagined narrative that I dreamed up through
years of observing the ravens that live near my home. They seem to
take their role as the neighborhood troublemakers seriously. I imagined
these two going over their plan for the day in much the same way we
would over our morning cup of coffee.
I have a feeling they’re discussing the never-ending construction project
that they have going on my roof.

Jason Shafto
Untitled at Taaw/Tow Hill
Photography - Fine Art Giclee Print on Cotton
Rag Paper
$250.00
As a professional photographer, most of the work I do is commercial in
nature. This art show is an exciting and accessible opportunity for me to
realize and exhibit my purely creative work, for which I am grateful.
This piece reflects my fascination with using a very realistic medium to
explore and express the visual abstraction that exists everywhere in the
natural world. This tightly cropped landscape is an intriguing mix of
chaos and symmetry, and it is my hope that viewers will dive mentally
into the image to explore the complex yet calming composition.
Website: www.fullmoonphoto.ca; FB - Full Moon Photo;
Instagram @fullmoonphoto_haidagwaii,

Jenna Keshavjee
A Fall Day with Mossy
Rocks
Acrylic paint, ink, fabric,
pen
$350.00
Jenna is an artist from Calgary w living in Haida Gwaii, she is exploring
new mediums, techniques and new inspirations. Current works are
created through the processes of amalgamation of acrylic paint, texture,
vivd hues in order to create a sense of luminosity and movement within
the paintings.
Website: jennakeshavjee.com; Instagram jennakeshavjee.art

Jill Clair
Rushes and Waves
Stich resist Indigo dye on cotton. Red cedar
frame.
$279.00
This piece is a representation of my transition
into Matrescence, and the physical and
emotional shifts I experienced on my journey to Motherhood. An
accompaniment of lightness, and the middle-of-the-night type darkness
that occupied me while caring for a brand new baby. Yet, all while
feeling a love so pure, so great, that my heart hovered above my chest.
A feeling that allowed me to indulgently bask in the euphoric feeling of
magic.

Jo-Anne Kumpula
A Circle of Life

Intarsia.

A collection of small wooden bits of various
type to form a collage
$1,200.00
My name is Jo-Anne Kumpula. I am a woodworker born and raised on
Haida Gwaii. I create intarsia projects that are made from multiple types
of wood and they are formed with a saw and sandpaper to create
pictures of my experiences. Most of the projects I do are crafted from
recycled wood from other wood crafters, local mills and the ocean
shores I love Haida Gwaii and all that it offers

Judy Hilgemann
Seated Figure
Charcoal on paper, live drawing
NFS
30 minute pose drawn from life
Website: judyhilgemann.com

Kara Sievewright
For those growing in
disturbed places
Ink on paper
$250.00
As a new parent of twins I've had to adapt my art practice to work I can
do within short moments of time or while I am holding them or

Kara Sievewright…ctn’d
breastfeeding, which has lead me to draw repeated shapes of the alder
leaves. Alders grow in disturbed places.
Website: www.makerofnets.ca; Instagram: @makerofnets

Kayla Mac Dermid
To be human; apex predator
Octopus skin on wood frame
NFS
Artist uses found/upcycled materials and hunted
animal skins to reduce the waste of creatures that
provide us nourishment.

Kelly Whitney-Gould
Ms. Gnomer's House
Cedar, Glass, Acrylic Paint
NFS
I take great joy in developing pieces that are
beautiful all on their own. I don't really try
to create something new; rather, I prefer my
carvings, glass pieces, or marble designs to
simply be what they are in essence. I carved
my first piece around the age of 10 and since then have slowly
developed a love of 'cleaning up' pieces, which allows various images
and beauties to emerge. I work in these mediums as they build on skills I
learned from my father and continue simply because it is such fun!

Kimberley Larocque
Coming Home
Ink, watercolour
NFS
Kim is a self-taught artist and poet. With a family history of artists and
writers she has been blessed with lessons from her grandmother, aunts
and mother.
Kim creates art and poetry that is inspired by the natural environment
around her. Using mainly ink, charcoal and water colours she loves to
get lost in the details.
This piece titled 'Coming Home' was created during the season of the
salmon run and is a part of a series of three. Kim lives in a home, set in
the forest, wrapped by a river and t far from the sea on Haida Gwaii.
Instagram @wild4westcoast

Koyoko Daugert
White Raven Flying
Watercolour
$390.00
"White Raven Flying" was painted while in a state of flurried reverie as I
was remembering a friendly bird. For the White Raven was cheerful,
except when the black feathered ravens were unfriendly. Perhaps in his
life, he soars and calls - greetings to little chickadees while they frolic in
sunlit forests below. In this life, his poor albino eyes see as clearly as
every raven's. This watercolour evolved differently as I thought more
through bird's eyes and put aside prior intentions for working on
compositional considerations. You can find me on Love Haida Gwaii.

Laura Dutheil
Octopus & Pearl
.5 mil sterling silver plate x 4"
x1/2 inch hairpiece with 6.5 " x
3/8" tapers to 1/16th x .5 mil
sterling silver plate hairpin with pearl and silver charm 3/4" x 1/2" drop
formed and engraved displayed on Styrofoam head form with
commercial wig
NFS
I feel that making and wearing elegant hair adornments for women is a
great way to enhance our personal strength and beauty. I love the idea
of the long silver hairpin engraved as an octopus tentacle holding my
crown of hair together!
The Pearl and silver "water drop" charm is a reminder of the
relationship the Octopus has with the ocean and shell life in our
precious tidal zones of Haida Gwaii.
Website: www.ilovehaidagwaii.com; FB : Tidal Zone Silver Studio

Laura Sample
Winter Morning, Haida Gwaii
Photo printed on canvas
$150.00
Wildlife and nature are the main topics of my photography. I like to
capture the natural raw spirit of Haida Gwaii and the wildlife in their
various environments, untouched by human intervention. The ocean,
beaches, mountains and forests are the features of my photos. The
birds, land mammals and sea life of Haida Gwaii are the main characters
of my wildlife shots.

Laura Sample…ctn’d
Almost daily, I spend as much time as possible in the outdoors which
creates wonderful opportunities to capture natural images in unique
natural light. The photo, Winter Morning, Haida Gwaii, was taken just
after sunrise. The heavy snow on the beach and the cooler
temperatures created some beautiful effects of light filtering through
the rising mist from off the waves. I used my full frame Nikon D610 with
a 28-300 Nikon lens with focal length set at 105mm. Camera settings: Fstop f/22, Exposure 1/25 sec, ISO speed 160.
Website: www.laurastruenorth.com; FB: laurastruenorth

Lexi Forbes
The Crowd
Batik
NFS
Website: www.lexiforbes.com

Lillian Jean Gibbard
Lee Armoogam
Acrylic with shell details, on wood panel
NFS
I enjoy painting portraits.

Linda Johnston
Peggy's Cove
Acrylic paint
NFS
I came to painting late in life and find it to be fulfilling, adding a richness
to my life that I haven't experienced before. I enjoy the sensuous
experience of applying paint and experience a thrill as the images
appear. I am grateful to Manzanita Snow for encouraging me.

Lindsay Galbraith
Salmon
Watercolour (monochrome)
NFS
I enjoy making art that reflects beauty and meaning from the world
around me. I work with watercolour, pencil, and ink.

Lorrie Joron
Ghost Raven
Needle-felted wool sculpture
mounted on found log
NFS
Always a curious artist looking to try new things I fell in love with
needle-felting after a workshop hosted by HG Literacy three years ago.
Who knew stabbing something with a sharp needle could be so much
fun? A relatively new craft (stumbled upon in the mid 1980's), it has
"gone viral". A million pokes later (and only a few in my fingers) I was
ready to tackle a big project outside my usual miniature line of projects.

Lorrie Joron…cnt’d
And I chose a challenging subject to boot - so wings and legs and larger
armature have taught me a lot in the last 4 months. Enjoy.
FB: All The Small Things

Manzanita Snow
Icon - Yakoun River
Acrylic paint on canvas
$680.00
It was difficult to tell if this ancient spruce was a single, a double or a
triple of its species. Roots plunged in and out of the earth with two very
tall trunks reaching high in the canopy. Strong winds had tried to topple
it, but the interlaced growth underground sustained it. I felt privileged
to be able to live close to where stoic forms like this have existed for so
long.

Marg Fennell

Breath
Acrylic paint on canvas
NFS
My happy place, Haida Gwaii forests and beaches, hanging out with
friends making art.

Marnie Andrews
Eye of the Storm
Felting and Thread Painting
NFS
Marnie’s pieces are needle felted wool with thread painting. All backing
and border fabric is reclaimed and upcycled. Some hand dyeing
including lichen, rhubarb, barberry, and Kool-Aid.

Merlin Naylor
Rusty File
Blacksmithing, yellow cedar burl
NFS
Recycled materials.

Michelle Argue
Leaf earrings
Copper & silver, fold forming
$85.00
I have been creating for as long as I can remember, metal, drawing,
writing, painting. My art has become an emotional outlet. Each piece is
a peak at my soul, a snapshot of where I am in my emotional journey. I
love working with copper and silver, the fire the hammering, very
freeing.
Instagram: naturespiritgallery

Mike Kolankowski
Contrast
Live Edge Hemlock Burl
$400.00
Turning Bowls, Baubles and Beautiful Things!
Originally from the Calgary, Alberta area, Mike has always been a
spirited designer. After moving to Haida Gwaii in 2017, Mike discovered
a great love for the unique burls and variety of tree species that the
Islands of Beauty provide. “Each tree and burl create its own
masterpiece”, he says, ‘I never know what it will become until I start to
turn the wood. It speaks to me.”
In his spare time Mike likes to fish, dive, beach comb, explore and show
friends and family around the Islands of Beauty.

Nancy Hett , Michelle Scott, Sandra Price

Fairy House
Stoneware clay, fabric, found objects
$200.00
This is the fourth in a series of nursery themed pieces made by Michelle
Scott, Nancy Hett and Sandra Price. Inspired by Susan Musgrave's lovely
children's book "Love You More ", we re- wrote the story of the "Old
Woman Who Lived in a Shoe", to have a nicer, gentler, version. With
permission we have used the last lines of Susan Musgrave's story as the
ending. The poem was then lovingly embroidered on fabric by Sandra
Price. Our installation shows much loved fairy children in fairy houses.
The "old shoe" is now a chicken coop ! Fairy children are notoriously
shy. You might have to channel your inner child to see them!
FB: nancy hett

Oliver Bell
Baby Swan Cradle
Cherry and Alder wood with acrylic
paint finished with mineral oil
NFS

We were sharing a meal with our son and his partner and out came the
surprise of a new life. My grandchild was coming into this world soon,
so I decided to surprise them and started working with cherry wood and
alder to make a cradle. The cradle body is made from cherry wood and
the stand is made from alder. My daughter Rhea created the painting
of swans on the sides.

Penny Richardson
Gone Fishin' II
Acrylic on canvas board
NFS

September on the Tlell River: My Mother and Sister going to fish for
coho - both passionate fishers! A memory that will remain dear to my
heart, captured for a moment, but always with me.

Raven LeBlanc
Wasco Paddle
Acrylic paint, yellow
cedar
$1,100.00
Raven LeBlanc is from Skidegate, Haida Gwaii and is of the Naa Saagaas
X̲ aaydaGaay eagle clan. She practices Haida art and has worked under
Robin Rorick and Ben Davidson after graduating high school in 2009. For
her post-secondary education she attended Emily Carr University of Art
& Design and Freda Diesing School of rthwest Art. She has also worked
at Haida Gwaii Museum and enjoys learning about her culture and
sharing it with others. She is also passionate about animation and
illustrates cartoons in her free time.
Website: www.ravenhaidaartist.com; FB: Raven Haida Artist

Rhea Bell
East Beach
Oil paint & mixed medium on canvas

NFS
"East Beach" was made in tandem
with a commissioned piece with the
same subject matter, from a past photograph I had taken at Mariners
Point in Tlell. This is the first painting made to experiment with the
adding of sand and rock of east beach for texture. Always having a
literal piece of Haida Gwaii, the sister painting w resides in Victoria to
remember a lifetime spent East Beach.

Robert Vogstad
Scaana & the 6
SeaEagles
Acrylic paint on
canvas, sharpie pen
$1,500.00
There are waves of 6 SeaEagles washing over the foreground. A
supernatural Scaana is stretched out in the background. The intent was
to paint fusion of Haida formline with Nordic weave. This fusion of
paternal & maternal cultures opens my mind and heart with many
possibilities to express myself. The complementary contrast of yellow
and purple are separations of two identities at the same time been a
Xaayda Raven and a Norwegian Eagle wondering. I am excited to
combine Viking and Haida art together.
Facebook: Robert Vogstad Luptaagaa

Rolf Bettner
#likeitort
Inkjet print on canvas
$999.99
thing
FB: fotogwaii

Ron McKee
Untitled
Selenium toned silver gelatin print
NFS

Ronda Bell
Boats at Wiah |Point Dock
Oil paint on canvas with Hemlock Frame
NFS
I wanted to explore painting with large brush
strokes while allowing the background to show.
This was painted from a picture that was taken when we were
commercial fishing in August of 1991. In those days, this was a common
sight at 7-mile (Wiah Point) in the evenings.

Ruth Elizabeth Bellamy
Through A Glass Darkly
Charcoal pencil.
NFS
This drawing was inspired by my catching
my reflection in the window late one night.
I was struck by the variation between light
and dark and how the window frame created a finished image.

Sandra Kennedy
Blue Heron
Hooked rug / yarn on burlap
NFS

Most of my projects are made with found objects and begin with only
the vaguest plan. This project was the opposite. Every component was
planned. The blue heron outline drawn and transferred onto the burlap
backing and the yarn colors were carefully chosen. Only the material for
the frame was a found object – a weathered cedar board – carefully
sawn to retain the textured silver surface.

Sandra Price
Legacy
Cotton fabric
NFS

The story has been in my heart for many years. I chose a sombre palette
in limited colors using fabrics I already had in my stash. This quilt did t
require a trip to a fabric store for inspiration; it had been in my soul for
many years. This is the 7th quilt in a series I have been making since
2006 about my understanding of the Haida culture.

Sarah Barnhardt
Barreled
Oil paint on canvas
NFS
I've been painting Haida Gwaii landscapes since I moved here. There
are endless moments of inspiration. Waves have always been my
favorite. I try to get all the small details right to make them come alive,
and imagine myself being barreled in something like this. The thought
of that excites and terrifies me!
Facebook page: Nadu Studio

Shannon Greenwood
Silence the Peripheral Noise
Mixed media, handmade cedar
bark paper
$185.00
This piece has gone through many different stages and phases. Inspired
by this snowy and stormy winter resulting in a blanket of thick, white,
silencing snow, this piece evolved from the desire to acknowledge the
presence of constant peripheral noise that we are all surrounded by
daily. Our minds get so little time to rest and be blanketed by silence.
Silencing the peripheral noise can allow us to embrace a calmer state of
mind and attempt to separate ourselves from the constant chaos of our
lives.

Sidney M Dickens
Medieval
Wood, paint, stain, leaf
NFS

This panel consists of fragments of history intermixed with painterly
elements, contrasting textures, colours and themes. Finished with a
variety of techniques involving paints, stains, and leaf on a wood panel.

Website: www.siddickens.com; Instagram: @siddickens;
Facebook: Sid Dickens Official Page

Tom Argue
Untitled
BC Jade shallow dish on Yew
Wood
$675.00
I have always struggled with the concept of an artist statement. The
need to explain my feelings or purpose of a piece I create doesn’t exist
for me. There are hidden meanings or representations in any of my art
pieces, I create quite simply because I enjoy it. I really just like to take
“that thing” and make it into “this thing”. So take a moment and
hopefully enjoy this year’s piece as much as I do.
Intagram: tom.argue.jade

Valerie Henderson
Haida Gwaii Rocks
Watercolour
$300.00

Valerie Joy Henderson was born in 1955 in the scenic North of Canada,
growing up near forest and lakes and was inspired by nature at an early
age. This passionate inspiration from nature and the living world has led
her to the beautiful Islands of Haida Gwaii. The rustic raw beauty of the
Islands is reflected in some of her recent works as she portrays its
presence in her paintings. Being open and interested in all art forms has
given her a broad perspective which allows her to mix different art
forms to create unique works that are much diversified. Although
primarily an abstract painter, there is a common thread of landscape
paintings that is found to run throughout her work.
Valerie works with acrylic paint and mediums, watercolour, ink, pencil
and charcoal, wood and clay. Some pieces of art come very quickly with
the hand working fast to keep up with the mind while other works are
brought forth as a thought out process that manifests itself over time as
the pieces grows and evolves.
Creating art is an escape that takes her to another world, a place of
peace as she loses herself in the process of painting and sculpting. Quite
often there is a hidden meaning in her art that reflects the balance of
life.
Website: www.valeriesartgallery.blogspot.com
FB-Valerie Henderson Stockdale

Wellness Warriors
Resiliance
Acrylic paint
$725.00
The 'Wellness Warriors' created this
collaborative art piece over a number of
weekly, wellness-oriented gatherings. By
passing the canvases on, around the circle,
individual contributions combine to create
something greater than the sum of its parts. This resulting piece is a
symbol of the group itself, for the 'Wellness Warriors' is, also, greater
than the sum of its parts. Individuals respectfully connect and share of
themselves. Passing the feather around the circle, enhanced wellness
emerges like a piece of art from blank canvas. Proceeds from the sale of
this piece will go towards the Wellness Warriors’ annual wellness camp.

